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Title: Author: 

Criterion Description Rating
Plot A coherent, well developed narrative arc; appropriate and satisfying ending

Comments:  

Pace The plot unfolds effectively to keep the reader’s attention

Comments: 

Characters Characters are fully realized and believable 

Comments: 

Dialogue Dialogue reveals, reflects and reinforces the character of the speaker
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Title: Author: 

Criterion Description Rating
Setting Time and place are well presented, authentic and contribute to the narrative

Comments:

Writing Sentence structure is varied; writing is imaginative, effective and clear

Comments: 

Language Original and free of clichés; varied vocabulary; correct spelling, punctuation

Comments: 

Themes Themes are well developed and use vivid imagery to add depth to the narrative

Comments:

Production Cover is well designed and appealing; interiors are professional

Comments: 

Summary 
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	Comments: A spirited narrative voice guides the reader through this memoir with ease.  "That is Not Me" is the story of L.J. Nelson's life as a Little Person and by the end of it, readers will feel as though she is a friend.  This book is a quick read and is intriguing from beginning to end. 
	Strong: On
	Sufficient: Off
	Weak: Off
	Comments_2: When reading this book, all of my emotions were stirred; my brain was activated; imagination triggered.  Attention was paid to every word, as I had no prior knowledge of the medical condition the author has (Achondroplasia).  The flow from one chapter to the next barely registered as it was interesting throughout. 
	Strong_2: On
	Sufficient_2: Off
	Weak_2: Off
	Comments_3: Even though this is a memoir, the description of characters was strong; reflective of people the world-over.  L.J. Nelson is a people reader!
	Strong_3: On
	Sufficient_3: Off
	Weak_3: Off
	Comments_4: The inner dialogue is honest and crisp... to the point.  The author is objective and unbiased in her understanding of people.  She boldly shares the pain she witnessed and endured.  
	Strong_4: On
	Sufficient_4: Off
	Weak_4: Off
	Comments_5: Settings were authentic and well presented.  I felt as though I was there, sitting beside Linda, observing everything from her point of view.
	Strong_5: On
	Sufficient_5: Off
	Weak_5: Off
	Comments_6: A skilled writer and communicator.  The writing is excellent, no unnecessary words are used.  This author relays her innermost thoughts in a refreshing writing style that is conversational and inspires contemplation. L.J. Nelson writes with dignity and respects the reader.  
	Strong_6: On
	Sufficient_6: Off
	Weak_6: Off
	Comments_7: Easy to read; not preachy.  Writer skillfully informs the reader of what it is like to be a Little Person without lecturing or making the reader feel bad/guilty for previous misunderstandings or ignorance.  Varied vocabulary.  Grammar and spelling is fine and free of distracting errors.
	Strong_7: On
	Sufficient_7: Off
	Weak_7: Off
	Strong_8: On
	Sufficient_8: Off
	Weak_8: Off
	Strong_9: On
	Sufficient_9: Off
	Weak_9: Off
	CommentsSummary: An inspiring book.  At times author L.J. Nelson reaches triumphant moments of glory, while others she suffers the dwindling heartbreak of isolation and loneliness.  I learned about one person's journey with a condition I'd never heard of before - achondroplasia.  Linda bravely shares her innermost thoughts and gives an honest account of how she felt when some people reacted to seeing her (she is a Little Person). I gained new insight reading "That is Not Me."  I have reflected on my own prejudices and am more aware of how easily I label others. This book is highly recommended and should be read by everyone.  Linda Nelson is an accomplished writer.  
	Title: That is Not Me, A Journey of Perception
	Author: L.J. Nelson
	Comments_8: Continuous theme throughout the memoir.
	Text1: Professionally edited; cover is perfect, as are the interiors. 


